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Key Takeaways
Snapchat Is Educating Advertisers On How To Use Their Platform To Reach The Coveted Gen-Z Audience

AUGMENTED REALITY

ADVERTISING

• Substantial investments in AR have put them in a position to lead
the industry, and they are doubling down on this strategy in 2021

• Every dollar spent is becoming more performance oriented,
leading to increased use of advanced measurement capabilities

• Over the next few years, their AR capabilities will become the next industry
standard for mobile native advertising

• Many brand advertisers are reimagining their app as a primary channel for
sales rather than playing second fiddle to a physical store or a website
• Increasing the sheer volume of advertisers that come into the ecosystem
is the way to close the monetization gap with competitors

• Building new experiences for specific verticals where AR can
augment the customer journey and provide value to businesses

• Hired a team of experts to talk to mobile video and television
buyers in the same way that they've been used to doing for years

• Retailers are one of the first verticals they targeted to use AR to help them
evolve the behavior from transaction to experience
• Iterating and experimenting with retailers to think about ways to drive
down returns by helping people find the right product and right fit

• Giving them continued innovation in the ad product itself, as well as
compelling content across their suite of video products

SPOTLIGHT

USERS
• As consumers, Gen Z and millennials are powerful and have $1
trillion in purchasing power, making up 40% of global consumers

• Just a few months since launch, they are seeing 175,000
submissions per day with over 100 million monthly active users

• Making investments to accelerate adoption of older demographics, while
maintaining strong long-term retention to ensure they age up organically

• Designed with their long-held values at its core, so it is moderated through
automation and human reviews and doesn’t feature public comments
• Potential to further expand the supply of their highest yielding and most
in-demand advertising products in the future

• Rest of World is their least mature region, but have been able to
accelerate growth post the rebuild of their Android app

• Heard from many aspiring creators that finding financial success
on other services can feel like an unreachable goal

• Rest of World comprises the majority of global smartphone population,
with over 0.5 billion smartphones in core demographic of 13-24 year olds
• For comparison, they reach over 90% of this group in their established
countries, so there is plenty of headroom to grow

• Currently focused on improving the product experience and creative tools
for their creators and community

Spotlight allows creators to directly monetize their content without the need to build a significant following/audience
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Key Takeaways
The Rebuild Of Their Android App Was Critical To Their Ability To Reach The Global Smartphone Population

INTERNATIONAL

MONETIZATION

• Have a structured approach for evaluating expansion to ensure
they are applying the right level of resources to the right markets

• Stories and Discover are the most mature products in terms of
monetization, but are still very early in realizing its full potential

• Salespeople aren't enough and they must support them with things like
measurement, communications resources, and real market intelligence

• Camera, including the augmented reality platform, is more nascent but
driving a lot of their momentum today
• Over time, Spotlight and Maps provides an incremental avenue to deliver
and expand on their ARPU opportunity

• Before they invest in an emerging market, they first focus on
building a sufficient base of daily active users

• With more advertisers, they can improve their targeting and
optimization, which allows them to use inventory more effectively

• For in-country monetization, start with bringing in non-local or export
advertisers who may find this new market attractive
• Augment efforts with a local certified third-party reseller, and transition
towards in-house sales team as DAU engagement and revenue grows

• Able to drive up the CPMs while still delivering really attractive return on
ad spend to the advertisers

CONTENT

SPECTACLES
• Optimistic about the growing momentum in AR and Spectacles
are the starting point to imagining AR beyond the phone

• Editorial selectivity and curated approach helps bring brand-safe,
best-in-class mobile content to their community

• Doing this incrementally by building and releasing increasingly more
capable devices that are connected to the Snap platform

• Premium ad units are among their highest yielding, with revenue from
commercials more than doubling year-over-year in each quarter of 2020

• There are huge transformational shifts in computing every
decade that unlock key opportunities to build new platforms

• Have a vibrant ecosystem, featuring localized content in 9
different languages from 500 partners across 17 countries

• When shifts come along, it's really important to at least make a bet on
what that future could look like on the off chance that they are successful
• This is a multi-decade journey and don't think there will be widespread
consumer adoption of new wearable hardware for 10 years or so

• In Q4 2020, 25 different channels on Discover had a monthly audience of
more than 20 million viewers
• In the second half of the year, over 85% of the U.S. Gen Z population
watched one Snap Original shows made exclusively for Snapchat

Spectacles are a long-term project to enable a seamless shift of their platform and ecosystem outside of the smartphone
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Key Takeaways
The Map Will Be The Next Big Revenue Driver, Especially As Social Distancing Measures Start To Alleviate

GAMES

MAP

• Starting to see some really exciting early traction with games and
over 30 million Snapchatters play games each month

• Elevated the Map to make it one of their core screens and it
represents a huge opportunity for their business

• Working hard with developers to find financial success on the platform
and were able to more than double revenue year-over-year for them in Q4
• Offer rewarded commercials, which is their 6-second forced-view ad
within game, giving partners a familiar way to monetize engagement

• This generation isn't looking for a way to get from point A to point B, but
they do very much care where their friends are

• Started integrating businesses and schools into the Map, helping
their community connect with places and discover new ones

• Launched a beta product on Android called Snap Token, which is
a digital good that gives developers more options

• There are more than 35 million businesses on the Map and more than 250
million Snapchatters engage with their Map each month
• Focus is on building utility for local businesses to begin to lay the
groundwork for future monetization

• Goal is to experiment with and encourage direct user monetization, and
may expand this beyond just games

MINIS

TECH STACK
• Focusing on performance as a feature across their tech stack in
order to make their application work faster and more reliably

• Minis are a new platform for social experiences based on bitesized utilities that friends can use together directly inside the app

• When they launch new products, they can move faster through the
development phase with confidence that they can handle rapid adoption

• They load instantly, require no registration or personal information and
make coordinating between friends faster than ever
• Working with a small group of partners to get the experience right, similar
to the approach used to grow Discover

• Were an early mover to build on top of third-party cloud
infrastructure and that has been critical to their success

• Tested some initial shared experiences over the past year and are
gradually expanding to include use cases such as commerce

• Multi-cloud strategy enables them to select optimal service from the
optimal cloud provider for each of their workloads at any given time
• Can enter into a new country or region and immediately have the benefit
of local connectivity and infrastructure at scale

• If successful, Minis will generate significant value for partners, and allow
them to optimize the full funnel from discovery to action

Games and minis are experimental products that can increase engagement while they build out the monetization
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